Ask Catherine

April 12, 2021

Introduction:

We include questions sent to askcatherine@solari.com and posted at Subscriber Input.

Thanks for your questions!

Organized by Categories:

Cash and Precious Metals
Covid-19
Feedback
Going Direct Reset
Health
Local Gatherings
Recommended Links
Shadow Work
Take Action
Testimonials State of Our Currencies
Conclusion
Additional Resources

Cash and Precious Metals
Hi Catherine -
Your answers to subscribers' specific questions have helped immensely to navigate what is going on. I have two questions add to the list. Is TD bank considered a central bank? I use them because I live in two places and TD has branches in both places, but I am not so attached to them and can change to a local bank as I try to push my red button green…..trying… I am still hooked on kindle!

Also, my husband and I did a 1031 exchange 5 years ago, changing out our old business building to a productive commercial building that gives us 7% cap rate…enough to pay its mortgage and leave us with enough to support our lives. With whisperings from Biden on possibly ending that form of transaction, would it be best to sell it, pay the mortgage off (we still owe 40% of total value and pay the 30% capital gains tax?...we have 10 more years on the 15 yr. lease with the opportunity for the corporation to re-up for 5 more years. We could just hang on to it and await a more financially conservative executive and legislative govt.; we don’t need to cash it out but if we lose the ability to continue with maybe another 1031 exchange, the value of the property will be less when we go to exchange it or sell it. We have also discussed maybe giving shares of the LLC to descendants (8 of them) as a way to decrease its value to save on tax due??

Just to round out our entire picture…our two residences are almost paid for… 95% paid off. Other investments (50% of estate) are all in equities with 1/3 in tax free Roth IRAs...the other 2/3 of equities have a very, very low cost basis so hoping to leave to kids for the stepped up basis, but that may change with Biden administration as well. I am sure property taxes in both areas are going to skyrocket so we may have to choose at some point. I know you can’t give specific financial advice and while I think we are on a good footing, any general information would be extremely appreciated. We are both retired and 70yo….he may take injection but I am not under any circumstances taking it; this IS the evil Jesus speaks about in the book of revelation. Again, thank you for all you and your team AND your subscribers do to live a free and inspired life…

Catherine,

I attempted to send this through the website, but for some reason, I couldn’t.

I will try to make this short and sweet, I have been studying your information as much as possible. My husband passed away in December after a 2.5yrs battling ALS-Lou Gehrigs disease. I was his FT Caregiver, I am exhausted and now need to move from my present rented residence by May 15th.
I received a considerable Life Insurance death benefit, I am so confused as what I should do. Hard Assets is what I am gleaming from the plethora of information. I am 57 yrs., It seems we are near war and on the precipice in the USA of economic collapse. I PRAY everyday what do I need to do. Real Estate market in the bubble, seems like not the time to purchase, but getting somewhere safe in the country seems necessary. I live in NC presently, my only daughter and her family are near. Or should we be mobile in campers. I heard you mentioned your nomadic lifestyle, so you can move jurisdictions when, if needed.

Any advice is appreciated, all my funds are liquid presently, the learning curve on silver-gold- precious metals is time consuming......My heart hurts, my head hurts, but I am getting through my days trying to figure out what to do, where to go. I have a white board in front of me....I hope you can help shorten my learning curve with a specific document or something life a "To Do List" for these times we are living.

Thank you for all you do,

God Bless you,

Question:

Dear Catherine,

I have gotten so much for reading the Solari Reports and listening to all of your interviews and Money and Market Reports.

I have a few questions I would appreciate your thoughts on.

1. Do you recommend keeping any cash on-hand? If so what percentage of your assets should you have in cash?

2. Do you recommend purchasing gold and silver and if so what percentage of your assets should you take possession of in these precious metals?

3. Do you recommend keeping some of your wealth overseas like in Switzerland and if so what bank would you recommend to manage that money.

Thanks in advance,
Sincerely,
Question:

Catherine

I'm searching for a community bank in Vero Beach Florida, there are about 6 and several are regional community banks. They all seem to have many billions in assets except for one which was founded in Vero Beach in 1997. This bank has 3 branches and has on its board of directors people that run successful local businesses. They've had 5 star ratings from the rating firm Bauer Financial the last several years however their rating has dropped to 4 this year. It seems their balance sheet has grown in 2020 as they were part of the Federal Payroll Protection Program and have subsequently lent out 62 million in loans through this Fed program. They now have 425 million in total assets and 330 million in loans, last years’ earnings came in at 3.7 million. Should I be concerned with their involvement with the FED program (I'm assuming the loans went to local business)? Besides the questions you've discussed what other questions might I ask or should I move on to another?

Question:

Hi Catherine -
Enjoyed your conversation with Joseph. When you talked about returning the $1400. ("covid") check from the government, I have to admit it had occurred to me too, even though I certainly could use the funds! Can you share your thought process regarding any pros, and especially any cons, of accepting money from the government without having been given any stipulations, not to mention permission or agreement? What problems might arise? (In my mind this does not fall into the category of financial advice per se). There was also a $600. payment in January. Gov. does insist that monthly Soc. Sec. has to be a direct deposit, into checking account. Seeing where their financial intentions seem to be headed, it has occurred to me that if the "injections" were ever required and tied to, for example, a monetary Soc. Sec. entitlement, I would refuse the money altogether. I will never take any injections under any circumstances. Nor will I participate in any crypto-currency system. How does one return the funds, should a person decide on that course of action? Thanks so much for sharing your thoughts on this!
Thank You

Question:

Hello Catherine,
God willing you find my email to you agreeable. We love you! It's not something we'd say to a total stranger:) You, Rocco Galati, and Robert Kennedy Jr. are the only people we can trust and are confident will always be on the side of the people.
In your recent Solari report, the subscriber who mentioned about Pastor Farag questioning about the end times, Gog and Magog etc. I wanted to let you know that this info is not a secret anymore, nor does one need to guess or speculate on these events happening and the timing of them. This info is in one of God's scripture, but unfortunately you will not be able to buy it online. Because you give so much to the world by God's grace, I would like to send to you the scripture that mentions the occurrence of these events and the time it will happen, you may appreciate the fact that this scripture from God is mathematically coded beyond human capability. Please let me know where I can it send to.

On another note, we are part of many grassroots organizations, we generally work more on the back end with financial support and with this current issue getting more difficult by the day, there is many grassroots to help out. That being said, many people are maxing out how much more they can spend, which makes it difficult of ask them to subscribe to Solari. In your recent report you mentioned not to go for the "ball" which is the Gov't, but to go after the Cental banks. Now based on what I said in this paragraph, my husband and I were wondering how to get the word out on going after the central banks? We thought we ask you if we can share the report from our subscription with the organizer of Hugs over Masks(They have weekly protest at Queens Park/Nathan Phillip Square), Glorious and Free(A local group forming small communities), and Vaccine Choice Canada just to name a few.

Thank you for your advice on the solutions you offered, we had relocated to Ecuador in 2015 to become self sufficient in every way you mentioned, but my husband who worked in IT at the time was not able to relocate, so we had to move back to Canada. If it is possible to mention the solutions just for a minute at the end of the reports, God willing it may sink in to many people. We have been sharing your youtube videos, but I don't believe any that we saw mentioned about going after the central banks. So, if this info is not on the youtube videos, it may be a good addition in the future. If we are opposing the wrong target, then we are wasting precious time.

Peace and God's infinite guidance and protection to you.

**Question:**

Hi Catherine,

[My wife] and I are in the process of reviewing where we are financially currently and where we want to be in the future.

I am turning 70 in November and will start taking social security at around $3,500 per month. [My wife] will be turning 65 in September. We have contributed to 401K plans for 40 years and now have IRAs with assets of $XXXX that are invested 55% in large cap stock mutual funds and 45% in short and medium term high quality bond funds with Fidelity and Vanguard. We have one fixed pension of $1,000 per month. Our home and
cars are paid for and we have no installment payments. We have been retired for about 4 years now and have pulled out $X to $XXX a year from the IRAs to live on during that time. We take money from the stock funds when they are doing good and from the bond funds when stocks are not. We have a slightly larger portfolio balance now as compared to when we started. Basically our investments are making what we are spending.

What should we be doing at this time for our more “stable” investments for when the stock market declines? Should we consider annuities for our “stable” assets or would the bond funds work? It seems we would be giving up access and control if we were to go with annuities, especially if we decided to buy another property which we will most likely do. What are your thoughts on annuities and the outlook for bond mutual funds in general for the future?

What is your view for the stock market for the next say 10 years? Our stock market holdings are mostly S&P 500 mutual funds. Again, our plan is to use the bond funds for income when the market declines. Is there something else we should be looking at?

At a high level what is it that we are not looking at?

Thank you and we enjoy all your hard work with Solari.

Question:

Hi Catherine,

I listened to you recent wrap up in which you clearly explain that the central banks are the enemy not the government. But as a member of the public I do not know how to address the central banks. I can write or call congress members but how do I fight the fed? What do we do?

Thanks

CAF Notes & Links:

Covid-19

Comment:

First hand account sent by a friend....the impressions and observations of a Canadian woman returning home. This is not the Canada I left 20 years ago. Shocking and sad. Please share...
April 3 at 5:24 PM ·
I got home to Canada yesterday. I must tell you about the fresh hell I walked into after arriving in the Vancouver British Columbia Airport.
Our airplane flew into Vancouver from Seattle and we were immediately made to walk in a single file. There were no more than 30 of us. The airport was totally empty like a huge tomb. There were absolutely no people in offices or stores. There was a chilling effect to this great emptiness and quiet.
As we were walking in single file on either side along this chosen path were guards about every 20 feet keeping us contained on path. The guards were Chinese in Airport Security uniforms. I wanted to take a picture but I was sternly warned not to take any pictures. I asked if I may use the woman’s facilities and having to go off path I was escorted by a Chinese woman in the uniform of the Airport Security. I have Chinese friends but this felt very different. It was unnerving coming back to my country to be made to file one after another with Chinese guards keeping us in line and directing us. After seeming to walk a mile we ended up at 3 Booths each with 2 Chinese guards. The top was surrounded by glass with a small cut to pass papers through. I had an emergency medical appointment due to an accident that effected my disability. I was in great pain and the Doctor was willing to see me for special circumstances. I had to come home immediately.
I was finally told by a guard to approach the booth and show my Covid Test (negative of course or I would not be allowed on the flight). Then I saw behind the booth a long row of Canadian Policemen. A wall of Police.
The very young Chinese fellow at the booth said that he didn’t care about my circumstances or disability but I could go along to the next two booths that had 2 white healthcare nurses in each booth.
I then spoke to a young lady whom I thought would allow me to get to my specialist. I was in a physically bad way was told to take a chair just in front of another group of Police. It was so intimidating to be there. It was the great number of guards and doubled by the police's presence. It was actually scary. I felt like I was in a kind of nightmare movie because it was unreal. There was something so militaristic yet undefined on the surface. The Canadian police were at attention with nothing to do. I felt like they were hoping for something to take away their boredom. I immediately felt like I was at their mercy.
After at least one hour, which felt like a week I was worried I would miss my special appointment. Of course I swore to uphold isolation and all the regulations like phoning in to report my isolation daily, because Canadians can’t be trusted I guess I finally went to ask the nurse if I could leave. She told me that the very young Chinese guard in the first booth said that he didn’t agree and I had to go to their choice of detention centre. I was floored and asked if she could do something. No the Chinese guard said no! The Canadian Health Canada nurse obviously got orders from him. Well. I was so shocked that I wasn’t allowed my medical emergency care.
I said well I have to try and make my appointment because it was beginning to be painfully unbearable. All she said was that I could call for an ambulance see a paramedic and wait until my detention was over. I thought that a nurse would know that in cases of specialist treatment a paramedic is of no help.

I had to say I must leave and I’ll deal with the consequences later. It’s a $3000.00 fine. I grab my suitcase that was sitting alone outside the deserted luggage pick up and realized that 2 police men were on either side of me. They escorted me away from the exit to another row of people in a long booth. Their were about 10 people manning whatever this was. I was brought up to a lady who said before you go you need the Covid test. I said yes. Let’s do it please. Then she insisted I answer questions. At least the police man gave me a chair. I was going to miss my appointment for sure now.

The first thing this lady said after name address etc etc that was right on her computer was “What Covid hotel are you booked at?” None. Please I really need to hurry. May I have my test. No. Then I actually began to cry. I just couldn’t help it. My pain and worry we’re building up. I calmed down and the lady said “let’s continue “Now what Covid hotel are you going to?” I said none. I got up to go to the testing tent. Then three police were around me. I was trapped and now I thought if I overreacted they are going to put me in a jail cell. “I asked them” what’s going on?” If you don’t do what you are told we will take you to jail.” That was just too much. I sat back down and the lady asked me “what Covid hotel are you booked in?” Again! Then I stood up and said please ticket me and let me go. Oh no. Then a male nurse with the three police came around me. He obviously saw I was in distress, shaking and sweating and I was on the verge of tears again. I’m not usually like this but I was in a bad way. This was just abusive now. So I have to answer the questions. I kid you not the lady said. “ok now. What Covid hotel are you booked into?” Wow. Such abuse of power and contempive behavior!

I stood up and said. “Oh no you don’t. “And made my way to the test tent. There were about 10 Chinese women doing the tests. The nurse from the front was then there along with to two policemen shadowing me. I was finally led to a chair and a Chinese nurse swabbed my nose. I got up after thanking her very politely and made my way to go to the exit. Now the nurse and one officer escorted me then another officer came up while I was still not outside the roped in test area. I wasn’t sure if they weren’t going to take me down and off to jail. All of these police and Chinese guards and Chinese testers for small handfuls of people who all test negative coming home ! They must be assholes for doing the governments work especially when the real power lays with the 3 Chinese men in the first booth. It was plain to see that there was an incredible amount of “hate” and distrust for anyone who dared leave our country when orders were to stay masked and locked up during Trudeau’s great Communistic Power Play to prove to his Global Elites that he has his foot ready to squish anyone who dares not to be abused, used and punished in Trudeau’s new FIRST POST NATIONAL STATE.

The nurse then said “I have to give you instructions as she handed me a non compliance form. At this point I just laughed and said “what are you doing here. You don’t make medical decisions you just sign off on what that young man tells you and he sure as heck isn’t a nurse or doctor. So you just abuse seniors who have disabilities! Just leave me alone. I shook them off and finally escaped from my first brush with a look at what the people in Canada are letting happen.
What country did I land in? Well that sure wasn’t Canada. God only knows what we are in for. The Chinese run the place. What else are we not seeing. With the Chinese Communist Huawei G5 spy system up and running across our country now, installed during our first lockdown. Victoria is building a Chinese Museum honoring the Chinese and let’s not forget about a little virus called Covid-19 that set all of these new communistic power moves in motion and the death of old useless seniors like me, I ask what next.

Question:

Dear Catherine:

Why is it so easy to lure people into this covid cult? Wear mask, keep social distance, accept encroachment of civil rights, etc….? This is all unnatural. A freedom loving man like me does not accept these measures. Each time I go to the grocery store I wonder why people accept this insanity. Does it have to do with the human psyche? People maybe inclined to follow a leader and jump over the cliff if need be or is this just for authority loving and submissive people? Also, the role of entrainment and propaganda does, most likely, have an effect. I know intelligent, smart people that fell for this lie and deception. My wife’s family members: mother, father, sister and brother-in-law willingly accepted the jabs and they were happy about it. No resistance, nothing. They live in Hungary and they all got the Chinese vaccine there, 500 miles away from my place. They are all teachers and therefore I would assume they may have a natural tendency to submit to authorities. Moreover, I strongly believe most if not all governments are corrupt through the kickback system since even conservative people like Victor Orban in Hungary are pursuing a 100% vaccination program, though not mandatory (yet). Right now Jair Bolsonaro in Brazil is one of my heroes since he doesn’t promote lockdowns nor any of these other disturbing measures. Ideas?

CAF Notes & Links:

Feedback

Question:

Dear Catherine,
I almost can't express how much I love the cover to this first quarter's wrap up: "Take action". I'm a father and this is far from the first time since finding and joining Solari last year that your perspective on children has won my heart. In November 2019 my wife and I got dropped onto a Normandy beach. Some family members coordinated to bring allegations against us to CPS. Words fail me here. We discovered some things quickly, the power of the Sheriff for one. They had an emergency court order to take my kids to the hospital to be checked, argument would be met with force. The second was that the kids passing their checkup with flying colors didn't stop anything. AT ALL. To make a long and daily terrifying story very short we discovered God's protection and the power of the Fourth and Fifth Amendments. At the point of the scamdemic kickoff four months later we were already very wide awake, watching the laws surrounding the state's authority to take children go from scary to indescribable. Then comes the injection threat. Add to this the hilarious 5 year runaround we've gotten trying to get a birth certificate for our middle child. (All ours are born at home) The risks have gotten so deep we stopped and haven't even attempted getting one for our third. Off grid living is our dream and has been for 10 years, we're in pursuit of the property to do so. What I'd love to know is your thoughts on is "off grid kids?" No needle has ever touched any of mine and won't. I feel something else strongly here: that hiding is no life. The thought that my children could inherit slavery, defeat and death ignites something fierce. I re-visit the Take Action Wrap Up cover in my mind and re-title it "FIGHT". I understand that it's desperately important to do so effectively. Foresight and not reaction. That cover means a lot to me. What to do. -and the very reason why.

Much Love to you and yours from me and mine,

**Question:**

Hi Catherine,

I recently saw a modestly priced 5 acre lot. My first reaction was why do they call it a 5 acre lot and not 5 acre land?

I learned from the broker that there is a covenant restriction agreement involved. I read through it and its not restricting me from doing anything I want to do which is dig a well, grow food and eventually build a home there.

We will be surrounded by pre-fabricated homes, which I would just build a fence and put up big beautiful trees to not have to see. It probably rules out deer hunting on my land, but perhaps not duck and geese hunting. Who knows perhaps the surrounding neighbors could be good solid people that we can count on in these end times?

Anyway, based on what you just read, should I go take a look and make an offer? Should I make an offer without looking at it? Or am I missing something?
Best regards,

Question:

Hello Catherine

I was listening to the April 8 Ask Catherine and a subscriber spoke of fear. You indicated that you had a prayer(s) against this. I checked the PDF but found no reference to it/them.

My Girl Friend is dealing with fear/anxiety issues and I believe she would benefit from whatever it is you suggested to the 24 year-old subscriber or what you personally find beneficial. As an aside I notice prayer books on offer when I typed Prayer into the search bar. Is this something that is still available?

regards,

Question:

Hi Catherine,

While I'm going to fight to the bitter end, the Borg are going to win because they can and they have the will to do so. They have always had the will to do so, but now technology makes it all possible.

Their treasures are on earth. Mine are in Heaven. My guess is yours are too.

Until then, how does a 63-year old and his spouse survive the coming poo-nami and show his kids how to do the same? I live in a smaller town in east Tennessee. I know my banker, my mayor, my sheriff, and have a great network of friends. I work "undercover" for United Way (that's another conversation!). But when TPTB shut off the money because I won't toe their line, what to do?

btw...thanks for carrying a torch over all this.

Question:

Dear Ms. Fitts,

Thank you so much for making life so much better informed and doing so with grace and beauty. Love your taste in music!
Have you seen your Wikipedia page lately? Looks to me like a hit job on you. Do not know what one does about it, but “they” seem to be after you big time. Am sorry. In the first part they are attempting to pull that old tactic of “linkage” by associating your name with various “conspiracy theories” to demean your credibility - goodness, am sick of that term “conspiracy theory”. You must be too.

Thank you for the vaccine informational legal paper you sent to your paid subscribers, which we are one. My husband and I sent a copy to our grown daughter (attorney) living in California when we heard she was scheduled to get a covid vaccine on April 15th. We are desperate for her to hear all the information both pro and con before making that decision so it is an informed consent decision.

Our daughter (educated at Carnegie Mellon and now sounding more like a young communist then when this formerly open minded, highly intelligent, lovely young woman graduated her Knoxville, TN high school) immediately went to your Wikipedia page to verify who the source of the papers was. The Wikipedia page does you a great disservice.

She immediately came back with you, Catherine, being an advocate for “Q”. Her father told her that over the past four years Catherine Austin Fitts was one of the lone voices of reason in warning people not to trust the “Q” talk. Time will tell if anything good ever comes of “Q”, but so far you have been correct on everything you have said through the many years I have read/listened to you. The Wikipedia hit job on you is undermining your reputation about the vaccines at a time when we most need your voice to carry legitimate weight with those to whom we are trying to offer a voice of reason.

Her father and I do not have the right to tell our grown daughter what she can or can not do. All her father and I are asking of her is to not rush into the vaccine but to wait at least another 6 months and see how things go with the people who have already taken the vaccine and most importantly, listen to reasonable voices who do not always say what she wants to hear.

Catherine, our daughter is our only surviving child out of three children. The thought of her taking this experimental vaccine is breaking my mother’s heart, or what is left of it. Her father and I have been taking HCQ since spring of 2020 and so far, doing well. But because the TV news media did a hit job on HCQ, our daughter thinks it will kill us and refuses to even consider taking it if she should get covid again. She, I believe, already had a case in March of 2020 and recovered just fine. She is in her mid-30’s and not in a high risk group like her father and I are. She has not had any children yet and I fear unknown consequences of any of these new experimental injections for child bearing age people.

Thank you again for sending out that legal vaccine informational pages and as always for your amazingly wonderful “Solari Report” magazine. The quality is superb! I appreciate you so much and admire your strength of survival in all that you have been
through and the good fight you continue to fight. You are truly an inspiration to so many of us!

May God richly Bless you. I hold you in my prayers.

**Question:**

Hi Catherine,

I have a friend who opened her one person hair salon during covid and is very busy.

She now wonders if it is wise to expand or buy her own building or if she should add coffee/ juice bar that I would run to complement the hair salon? Another option would be to just invest in gold or the markets with the cash she is currently making.

Your thoughts?

**Question:**

Dear Catherine

I don't understand the bit about the Fed aiming to destroy the economy so that they can pick up assets at bargain basement prices. Can you please explain why, if the Fed can print all the money they want then why would they care what the price of anything is?

Another question: In last week's 'Ask Catherine' you corrected a someone who said that you had spoken highly of Dr Vandana Shiva. Is there any particular reason for your reticence regarding Dr Shiva?

**Question:**

Hi Catherine,

I was wondering if you had heard of PanQuake? It may be a good candidate for donations.

**Comment:**

I have changed a few minds with this language – you are welcome to share in any forum:
WHO IS SELFISH?
The non-compliant citizen who stands up for constitutional rights, freedom for all businesses, schools reopening, children playing outside, maskless gatherings while understanding and supporting the vulnerable who wish to quarantine, mask or take any measure that they themselves deem necessary for protection?
The compliant citizen who dons a mask and complies with the covid mandates to protect the vulnerable (a minority of the old and sick population) while imposing draconian measures on our youth (and our future) that steal their childhood, their young adulthood, and their freedom?
I believe the latter.

Comment:
Howdy all,
I had a noteworthy experience while attending an Easter church service. (Having not attended church at all here for a year and a half.) Firstly, the visible overhead spraying reached an extreme the day or two before. The day would have been cloudless, there were so many chemtrails in the early morning it was shocking. They were low altitude and the day was obviously cooler then it would have been as the trails became wide cloud cover. The church we attended is brave enough that no one wore masks. Midway through the sermon I found myself suddenly with a very strange feeling headache and quite tangibly dizzy. At the same time the Pastor had to stop speaking and ask for a drink of water. He couldn’t continue his sermon until he drank the whole cup. It was a 2-3 minute pause, right in the middle of things. It made me realize something tangible truly was happening. Something got pointed at us, it wasn’t nice. Has anyone else experienced anything like this? Best regards to all of you

CAF Notes & Links:

Going Direct Reset

Comment:

Hello Catherine

Further to the Plague Laws, as read in The Edge of The World, I remember seeing, and archiving, an interesting documentary titled: The Spider's Web: Britain's Second Empire. Michael Hudson even makes an appearance because the point of the exercise is the Square Mile, Banking, Secrecy Opacity and
immense Power. I mention this because that entity may well be playing a key role in the Going Direct Reset and reversion to the 2030 You Will Own Nothing feudalism revisited wish-list.

regards,

Sorry to be such a pest Catherine.  
(Actually pest is the Dutch word for the Black Death;-)

I've revisited the 2030 You Will Own Nothing feudalism revisited wish-list - rather uninspired writing - to: the 2030 You Will Own Nothing Feudal Fantasy.

It being managed by Mr Schwab, the Feudal Fantasist of World Economic Feudalism, Mr. Johnson, Mr. Trudeau and Mr. Biden being regional Feudal Lords. All three are relishing their near unfettered powers to spend and rule by 'medical' decree. Perhaps Build Back Better translates to Build Back-in-Time Better. Feudalism done right, Feudalism iustus or Recti feudi.

What was once "F for Falsity" evolves to "F for Feudal".
That looks good on Boris's forehead.

Regards,

Comment:

Dear Catherine,

I am a subscriber to Solari. I thought I should share this....

Glen Beck is describing the new U.S. version of Social Credit Scores. ESG stands for environmental-social-governance score. I wrote the following letter to my sheriff and county Commissioners. This is the Chinese style credit score system for Americans that will likely be part of the IBM vaccine passport. It is already half way implemented for corporations and explains all the Woke posturing. By the way, IBM also invented the punch card system used by the Nazi's in Germany. Satanic fingerprints.

Blessings,

Dear Sheriff XXXXX
cc. Commissioners
The purpose of this letter is to make yourself and other public officials aware of new Wall Street and Federal Reserve policy changes that will impact your life and that of all Americans. I prayerfully offer it to you out of great concern for fellow citizens and our children.

Please watch ....
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CYvB_iidWNc

In the video, Glen Beck explains how a Chinese-style social credit system is already here and how it will increasingly rule your life and constrain your freedoms.

450 banks met recently and agreed to promote the concept of assigning you an "ESG" score (environmental, social justice, governance score). The ESG score measures your compliance with the environmental and social justice goals of these banks and large corporations. If you are out of compliance, then you will not be able to obtain a car loan, mortgage, business loan, or project financing. If widely adopted as the planners desire, if you get too low a score, you might not be approved for an apartment rental, or be passed over for hire or lose your job. Proponents couch this initiative in pleasant language (see their own website https://esg.org/), but they aim to force your compliance.

See also: https://www.cfainstitute.org/en/research/esg-investing

They propose excluding YOU from financing if you do not comply with their value system. If you do business with a company that uses coal, or donate to a conservative cause (like Right to Life), then you will have your ESG score downgraded. Even your investment choices within your 401K must comply with their justice goals and their environmental goals; investing for return is irrelevant. If you invest in the ‘wrong' companies, you will be "excluded" or "shut off". This is already occurring:

Bank of America is very open about ESG scores.
https://about.bankofamerica.com/en-us/what-guides-us/global-reporting-index.html#fbid=rikXul8kX9u

Bank of America and Citibank have stated that they will deprive gun manufacturers of financing risking bankruptcy and loss of property.

Gab, the social networking tool that competes with Twitter, was cut off from all financing.

Retailers, likely under pressure from their banks threatening to lower their SEG scores, have dropped the MyPillow Company and founder Mike Lindell. He has lost over $65M
in business because he dared question election integrity and may face bankruptcy. This is a risk to everyone’s freedom of speech.

Remember the movie "GATTACA"? Your freedom is nothing to them. This is how they plan to control everyone. There is no hiding. You can't just lay low. Everything you do will be monitored and judged.

According to Glen Beck, "This is the biggest moneymaking grab in world history and it comes at your expense." ‘Green’ investing fuels the carbon credit markets and makes Wall Street tons of $$$.

"One day Congresswoman Nancy Pelosi invests 1 million in Tesla. Two weeks later Tesla announces that it is doing only electric cars. Then Biden signs into law a measure to make the government only purchase electric cars. Meanwhile, Nancy Pelosi, and politicians like her, triple their money." The real environment suffers. Electric car batteries use rare earth metals that cause toxic waste dumped into Chinese rivers. And gas must still be burned here at home to create electricity at a loss of net energy. It is an environmental moneymaking scam.

Cancel culture is largely the product of large banks threatening corporations with low ESG scores. Public corporations like Disney, for instance, are removing books and movies (like Dumbo and Peter Pan) from circulation as "racist" because it improves the "social" aspect of their banking ESG score. A low ESG means that Wall Street will not trade their stocks in high-volume electronically traded funds (ETFs).

Only by understanding what is behind the many changes we see in society can we prepare and withstand the ongoing assault on our freedoms. Lake County leaders need to be aware of what is coming for us all.

The situation is absurd when one contemplates how banks create money and have usurped so much power.

The U.S. Constitution delegates money creation to Congress via the Treasury. Later, in 1913, Congress delegated that power to the Federal Reserve. Today, however, most money is created by banks when they issue credit in the form of loans. Until 2019 banks were required to have $1 dollar on reserve/deposit for every $10 they issued (created) in the form of loans. Then banking rules changed in 2020. Today, banks are no longer required to have deposits. They merely create money like King Midas waving his magic wand. If they have any financial problems at all they can borrow at the Federal Reserve’s discount window at .25% (nearly free) while still charging you 21.0 % on a credit card. Furthermore, as of 2020 their books can now be cleared of bad assets by selling them to the Treasury’s new special purpose vehicles. This means that banks (especially the large politically banks that lobbied for this change) can no longer go out of business and have less incentive to work with borrowers. Meanwhile, ESG scores, lockdowns, and economic downturns place ordinary businesses and individuals at great risk. Who benefits? Who gets legal Title?

The Bank of England does a wonderful job explaining how banks create money.
We sit at a historical precipice. When Congress turned over money creation to the Federal Reserve; they also expected that the decision would serve the public’s interest. We are now about to see banks pick winners and losers based on their political views. It is not going to be pretty. There are survival strategies out there. I hope to discuss this more with some of you later.

Blessings,

**Question:**

What do you know of google’s smart cities? I have a daughter that is young and got a job at google....what do you believe is the intentions they have for these young employees?
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Question:

Catherine,
Are you familiar with Kees van der Pijl in the Netherlands (https://mobile.twitter.com/KeesvdPijl1)? He wrote a book about MH17 and is completing a book titled in Dutch ‘Pandemie van de angst’ (Pandemic of fear). He hopes to have it translated in English soon after publishing it in Dutch.

Comment:

Hello Catherine,
I mentioned this piece in a comment on the first quarter wrap up message. Until now, I never understood the connection. I am uncertain if this was one of Seward Johnson's. He work is usually in bronze. Those at the top making the rules, living by their own, with the working class chained to the at the bottom.
I asked a few of the Masktards walking about for their interpretation.
Of course they were without clue.
Baaahhhhh....
Comment:

Good morning Catherine,

I would like to nominate Dr. Vandana Shiva for Person of the Week. The latest interview discusses the benefits and importance of regenerative agriculture and a future Regeneration International project.

Dr. Mercola has been covering her Life’s Work.

His latest interview is how she is taking down Bill Gates as his hand is in absolutely everything that sustains life. Gates Ag One is frightening!

Dr. Mercola is doing amazing work.

Blessings and Gratitude for your work,

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/04/11/vandana-shiva-on-bill-gates-empires.aspx?ui=94d946a7d9e1221a6c02d5c4fa84821c5c84b563de545c850beb42197d5aab93&sd=20200811&cid_source=dnl&cid_medium=email&cid_content=trending&cid=20210411&mid=DM854749&rid=1130152435

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/03/19/gavi-bill-gates-world-health-organization.aspx

Comment:

Hello Catherine,

FOX interview with Pastor ... 675,000 views since last Tuesday. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uXefE-Z3H6M

Take care,

Comment:

Hi Catherine,

Dr. Cole has the credentials and the experience... this video has wonderful information...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=av1-f-r3tRg
Catherine,
Wow. So disappointing.
No state is safe I am afraid.
https://twitter.com/govkristinoem/status/1379139748028153864?s=21
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Additional Resources
Send in questions:
Askcatherine@solari.com
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